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Detergent, decomposer, special anti-slip solution, etc.

3. Slipping is caused by people losing balance on overly smooth surfaces, falling as a result.  The anti-slip solution, when applied correctly, can prevent 

slipping by creating an appropriate level of friction and vacuum suction, all the while retaining gloss.  Please use according to instructions: apply only a thin 

layer of solution, not too much, and apply once only.  A second application is necessary only when the anti-slip functionality is clearly insufficient.

Resturant Kitchen Ceramic Tile Flooring Anti-Slip Solution

Volume 

Specifications
20 sets/box 350g (bottle) 5kg (bottle) 10kg (bottle)

Product Summary

Application 

Instruction

1. There is no need to clean the tile surface prior to application; simply apply the solution to dry tiles.  For small area applications using hand brush, lightly 

squeeze some solution into a plastic bowl and dip the brush into it such that the solution covers the brush, then lean the brush to drip any excess solution back 

into the bowl (until the dripping slows to a drop).  Spread the solution from left to right, move down, then spread the solution from right to left, alternating as 

such until the area is covered.  Then, going back to the starting point, spread the solution all the way down, move right, spread the solution all the way up, and 

so on (the criss cross method).  Every dip into the solution should cover about 60cm x 60cm.  For large area applications using microfiber mop, pour the 

solution into a waxing bucket, place the mop into the bucket, let the solution soak in, then squeeze the excess solution back into the bucket with the bucket's 

wringer--simply press down for about 5 seconds, using moderate pressure, lift, then repeat (until the solution does not drip upon lifting).  To apply, start from 

the top and mop downwards; then, moving the mop a bit to the side, mop upwards.  Now flip the microfiber mop and mop back, tracing the original path, to 

the starting position.  Every dip into the bucket should cover about 150cm x 150cm. When the desired area is mopped completely, leave it for 10 minutes, then 

clear the remaining solution by flushing with large amounts of water, or by mopping with water.  Then the task is done. If the solution was not throughly 

washed off after application, it will form a white powder once dry. Therefore, when mopping the floor, to change the water frequently and thoroughly remove 

the solution. Please wash the equipment with water before storing.

2. Certain floor surfaces lose a bit of gloss after application, but when used on suitable material, there is basically little change in gloss. If the gloss is 

excessively decreased then the anti-slip function may be excessively strong, such that dirt  accummulates easily and cleaning becomes difficult. Test the 

solution on an inconspicuous spot prior to general application; if there is excessive loss in gloss, do not use this product.

Items of Note

1. There are no particular restrictions in terms of cleaning a treated floor--simply keep it free of dirt and oil.  An oil-free surface needs no particular cleaning.  

If anti-slippage dissipates due to oil plugging the anti-slip holes, please remove the oil by brushing with a cleaning solution, or simply apply "Ceramic Tile #2 

Anti-Slip Solution", a weaker anti-slip product, to regain the original non-slip effect.  Do not vitrify, wax, or apply cleaning/glossing solutions containing wax 

to a treated floor.  Wax will plug the micro anti-slip holes and remove their anti-slipping effect.

2. Do not mix the anti-slip solution with bleach, cleaning solutions or other chemical solutions.  This solution has a slight odour but is not pungent, so if a 

pungent odour is detected during application, stop the treament process, rinse off any bleach or cleaning product residues using water, and then resume 

application.

3. During application, please wear shoes and plastic gloves, and maintain ventilation.  If the solution makes skin contact, please wash with soap.  If the 

solution gets into the eye, flush the eye for 15 minutes with plenty of water and seek medical attention immediately.  If the solution is mistakenly swallowed, 

drink lots of milk and seek medical attention immediately.  This solution may cause colour change when applied to metal, glass fiber, plastic, clothing, shoes, 

or other non-suitable material, so please avoid such contact.  If such contact is made, rinse with water immediately.  For storage, use the original container and 

do not switch to other containers.  Make sure the cap is closed tightly, and store in a dark or shaded location, away from children.

1. This solution is suitable for kitchens in restaurants, eateries, schools and similar establishments.  Do not use in residiential kitchens.

2. This solution will not work with homogenous tiles.  If no anti-slip effect is produced after application, then the tile is a homogenous tile, in which case 

kindly switch to the "Homogenous Tile Anti-Slip Solution".  Homogenous Tiles are tiles that possess uniform colouring throughout the tile, inside out, because 

the dye is mixed into the tile itself as opposed to having been glazed onto the surface like normal tiles.  A close look at the surface of a homogenous tile will 

reveal a myriad of tiny dots, with colours other than that of the tile's overall colour, spread all over the tile.

3. This solution will form countless anti-slip holes on the tile surface, each just microns in size, creating an excellent anti-slip effect.  Long lasting anti-slip 

performance is secured because these anti-slip holes are permanent and do not dissipate.  The solution itself is a clear, water-based liquid, and will not leave 

residues or change tile appearance after application.  Application is fast, easy, and achieves cleaning, disinfection and anti-slippage in one easy step.


